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First-principles calculations within density functional theory have been performed to investigate the behaviors of helium in �-
zirconium.�emost favorable interstitial site for He in �-Zr is not an ordinary tetrahedral or octahedral site, but a basal octahedral
site with a formation energy as low as 2.40 eV. �e formation energy reduces to 1.25 eV in the presence of preexisting vacancies.
�e analysis on the density of states and the charge density has been carried out. In addition, the in�uences of He and small He-V
complexes on the elastic properties have been studied. �e He-V complexes have been found to greatly a	ect the elastic properties
compared with He alone.

1. Introduction

During service lifetime of materials used in nuclear energy
systems, the impact of helium has been considered as a
critical issue. Helium is almost insoluble in metals due to
its inert reactivity with other elements. Once introduced, it
can hardly be outgassed and will have profound deleterious
e	ects on the microstructures and mechanical properties.
Helium has been a topic of sustained interest during the past
several decades for both nuclear material engineering and
fundamental research. In particular, numerous experimental
and theoretical studies have been dedicated to addressing the
properties of He in metals such as Ti [1, 2], Fe [3, 4], and
W [5, 6]. It is known to a	ect the nucleation and growth of
voids in metals, causing noticeable dimensional changes and
signi�cant hardening [7–10].

Zirconiumand its alloys arewidely used in tritium storage
[11–13] and nuclear �ssion energy systems [14–18] owing
to their high tritium storage density, low thermal neutron
absorption cross-section, good aqueous corrosion resistance,
and favorable mechanical properties. And they are believed
to have some potential uses in future fusion applications

[19]. Under these application conditions, helium can be
introduced by three principal ways: tritium � decay, (n, �)
reactions, and direct He-ion implantation [20]. �e tritium
stored in zirconium can decay to helium by � decay in the

following nuclear equation: 31T →
3
2He
+ + e− + V�. In �ssion

reactors, because of theNi doped in zirconium alloy and the B
doped in the primary-loop water, the neutron �ux may cause
generation of helium either by (a) the two-step reaction with
58Ni(n, �) and 59Ni(n, �) or by (b) the 10B + n → 7Li + �
reaction [21]. In fusion reactors, He++ andHe+ ions produced
in the plasma can directly implant into materials.

However, as far as we know, only a few studies have
been centered on the in�uences of He on Zr, mainly some
experimental works on the surface phenomenology [22, 23]
and He bubble formation [12, 24]. It is found that helium
can easily form bubbles and these bubbles preferentially
distribute in grain boundaries and dislocations. For direct
He-ion implantation, blisters, even exfoliations, are evident
at a critical dose [22, 23].

�e pioneering theoretical study by Koroteev et al. [25]
gives us a better understanding on the structure stability
and electronic properties of the Zr-He system. However,
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Table 1: Experimental and calculated lattice constants (Å) for �-Zr.

� �/�
�is work 3.231 1.600

PW91/PAW [30] 3.213 1.605

PW91/UPP [31] 3.23 1.604

PW91/UPP [32] 3.223 1.606

Exp. [33] 3.23 1.593

their calculations were performed in a rather small system
containing only two Zr atoms and one He atom, which
corresponds to an extremely high helium concentration. As
we know, the stability of self-interstitial atom in �-Zr is
strongly a	ected by the system size [26–29]. So, it is necessary
to further their studies concerning a larger system size.

In the present paper, through �rst-principles calculations
we reported helium’s behavior in �-Zr by focusing on the
relative stabilities of single He defects, the electronic proper-
ties of He atom, and its nearest-neighbor Zr (NN-Zr) atom.
We also studied the changes of elastic properties due to the
introduction of He atoms and vacancies.

2. Computational Method

�epresent calculationswere carried out usingCASTEP [39].
Ultraso� pseudo potential (USPP) [40] with a consistent
cuto	 energy of 450 eV based on density functional theory
(DFT) was used. �e Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)
form [41] of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was
applied as the exchange-correlation potential since it has been
suggested by Domain et al. [31] that GGA performs better
than the local density approximation (LDA) to describe the
exchange-correlation functional of Zr.

During the relaxations, the Brillouin zone (BZ) integra-
tion was achieved using a cold smearing scheme (Methfessel-
Paxton), with a smearing of sigma = 0.1 eV. BZ sampling was
performed using theMonkhorst-Pack scheme, with a k-point

spacing as close as possible to 0.030 Å
−1
(i.e., 4 × 4 × 3 k-point

meshes for a 36-atom supercell and 4 × 4 × 2 k-point meshes
for a 54-atom supercell). �e supercells were optimized
using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) [42]
algorithm allowing both atomic positions and the lattice
parameters to relax. �e energy convergence criterion for

self-consistent calculations was set as 1 × 10−6 eV. �e criteria
for ionic energy minimization were set as energy derivative

<1 × 10−5 eV/atom, forces on individual atoms <0.01 eV Å
−1
,

displacement of atoms derivative <0.001 Å, and stress com-
ponent on cell <0.05GPa. �e criteria for the calculation
of elastic constants were set as energy derivative <2 ×
10−6 eV/atom, forces on individual atoms <0.006 eV Å

−1
, and

displacement of atoms derivative<2× 10−4 Å.�e parameters
selected above ensure the convergence of formation energies
within 0.001 eV/atom. Spin polarization is not considered in
all the calculations for the sake of time; our future work will
involve it.

BT

O
T

S

BO

Figure 1: Five crystallographically unique interstitial sites in �-
zirconium (hcp structure), where the pink spheres are the hcp lattice
sites and the red ones are labeled as octahedral (O), basal octahedral
(BO), tetrahedral (T), basal tetrahedral (BT), and substitutional (S)
sites, respectively.

�e defect formation energy is de�ned as

��
defect
= ��Zr,He − 	�Zr − �He, (1)

where ��Zr,He is the total energy of an optimized supercell
containing 	 Zr atoms and one He atom, �Zr is the energy
per Zr atom in optimized crystal, and �He is the energy of an
isolated He atom.

3. Computational Results

3.1. Structural Stability. We �rst investigate the lattice con-
stants of an �-Zr crystal and the results are summarized in
Table 1, compared with experimental and other calculated
results. It can be seen clearly that our calculated results are
in good agreement with the corresponding experimental and
other calculated values.

When He atoms are introduced into a metal, they may
occupy either substitutional or interstitial lattice sites. It is
necessary to �gure out the locations of He atoms since
they will in�uence the solubility and migration. It is also
important for the understanding of such e	ects as damage
trapping, bubble nucleation, embrittlement, and blistering
[6]. It has been found that, in di	erent metals, He atoms
preferentially occupy di	erent sites: substitutional sites for
Fe, Cr, Mo, and W [6, 43], tetrahedral sites for Er [34],
and FC (the center of equilateral trigonal face shared by
two adjacent octahedrons) sites for Ti [2]. To identify the
lowest energy con�gurations of the He interstitial defects in
Zr and the possible in�uences of He concentration, supercells
with 35 to 54 Zr atoms and one He atom were studied. Five
crystallographically unique interstitial sites for He atom were
taken into consideration (see Figure 1). �ey were denoted
conventionally as octahedral (O), basal octahedral (BO),
tetrahedral (T), basal tetrahedral (BT), and substitutional (S)
sites.

�e calculated formation energies of a single vacancy
and He atom in above sites are listed in Table 2, together
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Table 2: Vacancy formation energies (in eV) for a single He atom
positioned in di	erent sites. All the con�gurations are found to

be stable, except O, which is unstable and transfers to BO. ��v
represents the formation energy of a Zr vacancy and ���s represents
the formation energy of a substitutional He atom in a preexisting Zr
vacancy.

��v ��s ���s ��T ��O ��BT ��BO
36-atom cell 1.97 3.30 1.33 2.67 / 3.01 2.42

54-atom cell 1.95 3.20 1.25 2.64 / 2.99 2.40

�-Zr [25] — — — 3.08 3.19 — —

Er [34] — 2.59 — 1.73 1.98 — —

Sc [35] — 2.98 — 1.74 2.06 1.76 1.97

Ti [2] — 3.65 1.70 2.82 3.04 — 2.69

with the results reported in the literature for Zr and some
other hcp-structure metals. It is noticeable that, in both
supercells, the con�guration O is not stable and decays to
con�guration BO during relaxation. Di	erent from those
of Fe, Cr, Mo, and W, the favorable sites in energy for He
atom in �-Zr are interstitial sites. Among the three stable
interstitial sites, the most favorable one is the BO site in both
supercells, with formation energy near 2.40 eV. However, it

should be mentioned that ��s here actually represents the
energy required to form a He-V complex. �e formation
energy of 1.33 eV for a He atom in a preexisting vacancy

(denoted as���s ) can be obtained by subtracting the formation

energy of the vacancy (denoted as ��v ). It is much smaller

than ��BO, which means that He atoms can be trapped easily
by preexisting vacancies. �is is consistent with the case of
Ti [2]. For materials used in nuclear systems, energetic par-
ticles like neutrons, ions, or electrons can induce signi�cant
microstructure alteration, especially the generation of large
concentrations of vacancies, which can strongly a	ect the He
distribution. In general, the stabilities of these con�gurations,
in descending order, are preexisting vacancy, BO, T, BT, S, and
O. Koroteev et al. [25] also reported that the con�guration T
is more stable than con�guration O. However, they did not
take other con�gurations into consideration. Andmaybe due
to the di	erences in calculatingmethods or system sizes, their
calculated con�guration O does not decay to BO. �is is le�
to be clari�ed by further studies.

3.2. Electronic Properties. To further understand the relative
stability of these structures with He at various sites, we also
studied the DOS of the He atoms and the NN-Zr atoms of
di	erent con�gurations. �e relative stability of the He at
BO site to the other sites can be easily understood according
to the position of the Fermi level relative to the peaks in
the DOS, which determines the occupation of the states
and the nature of bonding [44]. As shown in Figure 2(a),
the interaction of basal octahedral He interstitial with its
NN-Zr atoms leads to the lowest DOS at the Fermi level
which indicates that there is a stronger bonding between Zr
atom and He atom at the BO site compared with other sites.
�is is in accordance with the formation energy di	erences
as mentioned above. Di	erent from those for Fe [43], it is

also noticeable that the interaction also leads to di	erent
changes of the DOS at the Fermi level of the NN-Zr atoms, as
shown in Figure 2(b). Comparing with that of the T and BT
interstitial sites, the BO sites occupy a lowerDOS at the Fermi
level. �e DOS at the Fermi level of the S site is somewhat
particular because of the lack of one Zr atom. From Figure 3,
we observe similar DOS peaks of the He-
 and Zr-� states
at around −1 eV and Fermi level, which suggests the strong
hybridization between these states. And this hybridization
between He and metals has also been con�rmed by other
researchers [34, 35, 43]. It is believed that the DOS peaks of
the He-
 andM- (metals-, like Zr, Sc, Er, Fe, etc.) � states will
change due to the strong hybridization. �is change will lead
to an overall similarity in the shapes of those DOS curves.

We also calculated the total charge density (�()) of
pure �-Zr crystal and one with preexisting vacancies. �e

isosurfaces of �() = 140 e/nm3 and the contour plots of
the charge density of the basal planes crossing the BO and
S sites are illustrated in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.
�e isosurfaces are tubes similar to those of Ti [2]. Since the
charge density inside the isosurfaces is lower than that of the
outside, He atoms prefer to stay inside, especially in the BO
or S sites, over which the tubes cross with the basal planes. It
is obvious that the space inside the tube near the vacancy is
much larger than that of the BO interstitial site. And this may
explain why He atoms prefer to stay in preexisting vacancies.

3.3. Elastic Properties. �en, we studied the in�uences of
helium on the elastic constants of Zr. For hexagonal structure
materials, there are six elastic sti	ness constants; �ve of them
are independent (�11, �12, �13, �33, and �44) with �66 =
(�11−�12)/2.�e elastic constants were determined from the
second derivatives of the total energy with respect to suitable
deformations. �e bulk modulus � and shear modulus � of
the polycrystal were evaluated from the elastic constants of
a single crystal by employing the Voigt-Reuss-Hill method
[45–47]. For hexagonal lattices, the Reuss and Voigt bulk
modulus (�R and �V) and the Reuss and Voigt shear (�R and
�V) can be de�ned as [45–47]

�R =
�33 (�11 + �12) − 2�213
�11 + �12 + 2�33 − 4�13

,

�V =
1
9 [2 (�11 + �12) + �33 + 4�13] ,

�R =
5
2

�44�66 [�33 (�11 + �12) − 2�213]
3���44�66 + (�44 + �66) [�33 (�11 + �12) − 2�213]

,

�V =
1
30 (�11 + �12 + 2�33 − 4�13 + 12�44 + 12�66) ,

� = 12 (�� + ��) ,

� = 12 (�� + ��) .
(2)
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Figure 2: Total DOS of (a) an interstitial He atom at various positions and (b) its NN-Zr atoms (vertical line is the Fermi level ��).
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Figure 3: Local DOS of a He interstitial and its NN-Zr: (a) the s-projected DOS of He and (b) �-projected DOS of NN-Zr for the He
interstitials at various positions (vertical line is the Fermi level ��).

Using these values, Young’smodulus E can be obtained by
[37]

� = 9��3� + �. (3)

�e elastic anisotropy is expressed by two popular
anisotropic indexes, that is, the percentage anisotropy in

shear (�	) [48] and the universal anisotropic index (AU)
[49]. �ey are de�ned as

�	 =
�V − �R
�V + �R

, �
 = 5�V�R
+ �V�R
− 6. (4)

�ese values can range from zero (i.e., completely elastic
isotropic) to 100% (i.e., the maximum anisotropic).

All of the calculated elastic constants results are listed
in Table 3. For �-Zr, our calculated compressive moduli �11
and �33 and shear moduli �12 and �13 agree well with
experimental results (at 298K) showing an accuracy of about
±10%. However, our calculations underestimate the shear
modulus �44 by about 21%. And these errors seem to also
exist in others’ reports [31]. �ere are at least two factors
leading to these errors: one is the signi�cance of temperature
dependence [38], since �rst-principle calculations are all
conducted at 0 K; the other one is the intrinsic feature
of DFT calculations within the ultraso� pseudo potentials
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Figure 4: �e charge density (�()) in a (a) perfect Zr crystal and (b) 54-atom Zr supercell with one Zr atom substituted by a vacancy. �e
green dotted surfaces are the isosurfaces of �() = 140 e/nm3 and the slices are the contour plots of the charge density of the basal planes
crossing the BO and S sites.

Table 3: Elastic constants ��� (in GPa), bulk modulus � (in GPa), shear modulus � (in GPa), Young’s modulus � (in GPa), percentage

anisotropy in shear �	, and universal anisotropic index �
 of �-Zr and Zr-He systems as calculated in the present work compared with
experimental values.

�11 �33 �12 �13 �44 � � � �	 �

�-Zr (this work) 138.22 145.17 65.62 70.27 25.14 92.59 31.19 84.13 0.016 0.16

�-Zr (PBE/PAW) [36] 157 158 51 62 15 91 29 80

�-Zr (PW91/UPP) [31] 142 164 64 64 29 92

�-Zr (PW91/UPP) [32] 159.38 180.93 57.96 66.07 17.52 96.16 38.99 103.04

�-Zr (PBE/UPP) [37] 139.4 162.7 71.3 66.3 25.5

�-Zr (Exp.) [38] at 4 K 155.4 172.5 67.2 64.6 36.3

�-Zr (Exp.) [38] at 298K 143.4 164.8 72.8 65.3 32.0

Zr96He (this work) 139.23 145.14 64.85 69.60 24.43 92.35 31.22 84.17 0.020 0.21

Zr54He (this work) 144.24 147.03 60.91 69.18 23.65 92.61 32.44 87.14 0.034 0.35

Zr36He (this work) 140.99 161.41 65.62 64.74 21.98 92.46 31.47 84.80 0.045 0.47

framework, which is involved in many approximations and
simpli�cations for the sake of calculation time. Despite these
errors from experimental values, �rst-principle methods are
still considered to be e�cient in calculating elastic constants
[32, 37].

�e di	erences of elastic constants between diagonal and
o	-diagonal elements for both �-Zr and Zr-He systems in
Table 3 indicate their anisotropy to uniaxial compression and
shear, biaxial compression, and distortion [32]. �e addition
of He atoms changes elastic constants in an anisotropic way:
increasing �11 and decreasing �44 and �13, while changing
�12 and �33 in an irregular way. In particular, �44 and
�13 change linearly with the He concentration. �is elastic

anisotropy can also be easily seen from the�	 and�
 values.
Both indexes indicate that, with the increasing concentration
of He, Zr host becomes more elastically anisotropic. Unfor-
tunately, we failed to �nd any data on the e	ects of helium

concentration on elastic constants in zirconium. Hence, we
compared our results with those for hcp-Er [50], of which
�11, �33, and �44 decrease and �12 increases linearly with
He concentration, while�13 changes in an irregular way.�is
may be due to the crystal distortion caused by interstitial He
atoms [50]. �e changes of B, G, and E values in Table 3 are
relatively small compared with those for Er [50]. According
to the mechanical stability criteria for hexagonal phase, given
by [51]

�44 > 0, �11 >
�����12
���� , (�11 + 2�12) �33 > 2�

2
13,
(5)

all of the systems we studied are still mechanically stable.
As mentioned above, large concentrations of vacancies

can be generated in nuclear structural materials. So we
also studied how the interactions between He and vacancies
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Figure 5: �e elastic modulus (B, G, and E) and anisotropic index
(AU and �	) of �-Zr and Zr-V-He systems calculated from Table 4
(He, He2. . . represent Zr53VHe, Zr53VHe2. . ., resp.).

Table 4: Elastic constants��� (inGPa) of�-Zr and Zr-V-He systems.

�11 �33 �12 �13 �44
�-Zr 138.22 145.17 65.62 70.27 25.14

Zr53V 143.05 149.01 58.64 66.04 28.81

Zr53VHe 143.77 145.08 56.57 64.92 28.35

Zr53VHe2 140.19 143.75 59.50 62.12 25.75

Zr53VHe3 144.53 153.28 55.23 61.13 26.91

Zr53VHe4 136.59 148.77 59.81 61.94 21.63

Zr53VHe5 133.72 144.20 61.79 60.91 21.08

Zr53VHe6 130.54 151.16 62.97 58.95 18.63

a	ect the elastic properties. Supercells with 53 Zr atoms, one
vacancy, and several He atoms (0∼6) were studied.�e results
are shown in Table 4 and Figure 5. Firstly, when a Zr atom
in a 54-atom supercell is replaced by a vacancy, the elastic

anisotropy does not change according to the �	 and AU

values while the �11, �33, and �44 values increase and the
�12 and �13 values decrease. �e evaluated � value of the
polycrystal also decreases a little, in contrast to that of the
� and �. When more He atoms are added to the vacancy,
the elastic anisotropy increases linearly and signi�cantly. At
the same time, the elastic moduli �11, �13, and �44 decrease
almost linearly with the increase in the He concentration,
while �33 and �12 change irregularly. �e B, G, and � values
also decrease linearly with the increase in the He concentra-
tion, which is consistent with the case of Er [50]. Comparing
with the single e	ect of He, the He-V complexes have a	ected
the mechanical properties much more obviously. It seems
that the presence of He-V clusters can lead to a signi�cant
deterioration of the mechanical properties of Zr, which may
intensively limit their performances. In our future work,
we will promote our study by considering the synergistic
e	ects of He and H on Zr, since these two elements always

cooperate with each other in nuclear environment, producing
strengthened e	ects on nuclear materials.

4. Conclusion

In the present study, �rst-principles calculation has been
conducted to investigate the structural stability and electronic
and mechanical properties of Zr-He systems. For the perfect
�-Zr crystal, the He BO interstitial site is most energetically
favorable, while, for a not perfect one with preexisting
vacancies, the S site is most stable. �e analysis on the DOS
and charge density gives a better understanding about the
structural stability issue. It is found that the introduction
of He changes the elastic constants in an anisotropic way,
leading to a signi�cant increase in elastic anisotropy. And
this e	ect is further enlarged while He-V complexes form,
resulting in an intensive deterioration of the mechanical
properties of Zr.
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